NOTICE

The following information is not intended to be “written advice concerning one or more Federal tax matters” subject
to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury Department Circular 230.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation, the tax
treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction described in the associated materials we provide to you,
including, but not limited to, any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are subject to change.
Applicability of the information to specific situations should be determined through consultation with your tax
adviser.
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Current environment – compensation and equity reporting

Taxing Authorities

Rise in Equity Pay

Mobile Employees

Need Money
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Rules on the Books
4

KPMG survey information – audit activity – current and/or expected

Current or increase
in audit activity
Europe
Belgium
Cyprus
Germany
Greece
Kazakhstan
Ireland
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United
Kingdom
Africa
Botswana
Morocco
South Africa

Americas
Canada
Costa Rica
Honduras
Mexico
United States
Asia
China
Hong Kong
India
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Singapore
Australia

Source: KPMG Member Firms
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Current environment - U.S. states – multi-state reporting

n

Rules to consider

n

Legislation

n

Audits

n

De minimis

n

As October 1, 2014
WA

Reciprocity

MT

ND

VT

MA

OR

MN

CT

ID

WI
WY

MI

RI

IA
NV

PA

NE
IL

UT

DE

WV
KS

MO

VA

KY

MD
NC

TN

OK
NM

AR

DC

SC
MS

TX

NJ

OH

IN

CO

AZ

NH

NY

SD

CA

ME

AL

GA

LA

FL
States with de minimis rules or exceptions

AK

States without de minimis rules or exceptions
States with no withholding provision
HI

Source: KPMG LLP International Executive Services
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Key challenges – the risk spectrum

Noncompliance
Not complying with reporting
and withholding rules
regardless of where
compensation was sourced
as earned.

Partial compliance
Establish a system for all or
select employees who
perform services in specific
states or host countries to
track source income.

Full compliance
Building an in-house process
and/or system to ensure
proper reporting &
withholding and source
recognition of earnings in all
jurisdictions.

Full compliance is the goal
Any approach that does not involve withholding and remitting taxes on all wages earned in a jurisdiction could have an
associated tax exposure, including penalty and interest assessment.
Companies now have more employee location information on file with the evolution of technology and IT systems.
Movement of companies to full compliance is trend we are seeing from peer companies and U.S. based companies.
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United Kingdom

UK update

1

Move to online filing and self certification

2

Internationally mobile employees
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Move to online filing
Plan registration
n

All share plans (new and existing) to be registered online

n

‘Tax-advantaged’ plans – separate registration for each plan (CSOP, SIP, SAYE, EMI)

n

Non tax-advantaged plans – can be registered individually or under one registration. Each
registration carries a separate requirement to file an annual return (with potential penalties
for late or inaccurate filing)

n

Registration opened 6 April 2014 and deadline is 6 July 2015

Potential issues for companies:
n

Choose plan names carefully as they can’t be changed!

n

Where payroll is outsourced, the payroll provider can be an authorised agent but cannot
actually register or self-certify a share plan

n

Is it better to have a single registration for unapproved plans or register each plan
separately –balance administrative ease and potential for penalties against confidentiality?

n

On confidentiality, it is not clear how a company can restrict access to plan details and
participants. Does this require a company to generate a separate Govt gateway account
and use a separate PAYE number and what are the practical ramifications of this?

n

HMRC have said that any plan or arrangement should only be registered once. May be a
big change for groups that currently have separate Form 42 reporting for each subsidiary
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Move to online filing
Tax advantaged plans
n

SIP, CSOP and SAYE – need to be self-certified as part of plan registration

n

Company secretary’s responsibility

n

Changes to key features after registration reported via annual return

n

HMRC have power to enquire

n

Financial penalties and plan closure is possible for serious breaches (up to 2 x estimate of
tax and NIC saving). For other breaches penalty of up to £5,000 and requirement to bring
plan into compliance within 90 days

n

Existing awards made under SAYE or SIP retain approved status. However, if HMRC serve
a closure or default notice for a CSOP, the approved status of CSOP options granted since
the date specified in the notice would be lost

n

For EMI option grants on or after 6 April 2014, notification must be made electronically

n

System will normally reject a notification made more than 92 days from the grant date

n

Working time declarations from option holders should be retained by employers

n

Can register agents to have access to online share plan information, although an agent
can’t actually submit a plan registration – this must be done by the Company
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Move to online filing
Annual returns
n

Share plan annual returns now filed online

n

First electronic return due by 6 July 2015 for tax year commencing 6 April 2014

n

Nil returns may be required

n

Financial penalties for late filing (£100 initially, £300 after 3 months, £300 after 6 months
and if no return by 9 months £10 per day)

n

If Company becomes aware of an error, must give an amended return without delay.
Submitting returns in the wrong format or with material inaccuracies that are careless or
deliberate or are not corrected without delay can incur a penalty of up to £5,000

n

HMRC have already released some draft templates for companies to use to capture the
required information ‘in year’ ready to upload as part of the annual return

n

Once ‘final event date’ reported – cannot reopen plan
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Internationally mobile employees
Treatment from 6 April 2015
■ New legislation from 6 April 2015 so that all employees who are in the UK during the life of a
share incentive award are governed by the same rules (whereas currently, separate rules if
UK resident at grant or award)
■ New rules cover ALL awards (including any awards granted before 6 April 2015)
■ Follows Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) recommendation so intended to simplify the tax
rules and align more closely with cash awards
■ New legislation prescribes a ‘relevant period’ based on the form of award (e.g. grant to vest
for options and grant to lifting of restrictions for restricted stock). Note UK treaties with US and
Japan still source options over grant to exercise period
■ Gain is apportioned evenly over the relevant period so:

–

n

Portion of gain attributable to period of UK residence where remittance basis does not
apply subject to income tax in respect of both UK and non-UK duties

n

Portion of gain attributable to non-UK duties during period of UK residence where
remittance basis applies subject to income tax if remitted (i.e. similar to current ‘foreign
income securities’ rules) (note HMRC views on deemed remittance if share issuer in UK)

n

Portion of gain attributable to period of non-UK residence – charge to income tax based on
UK duties only (NB treaty may override UK tax charge if non-resident

Also changes to the rules for obtaining a statutory corporate tax deduction
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Internationally mobile employees
Example showing new rules
6 April 2014
Share price £1

Grant of 1,000
options to nonUK resident
employee with £1
exercise price

6 April 2015
Share price £1.80

6 April 2017
Share price £1.50

Employee
becomes UK
resident

Options vest, and
are immediately
exercised whilst
employee still
UK resident

Option gain = (£1.50 – £1) x 1,000 = £500
Gain subject to UK tax =

2 years
= £333
3 years
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Internationally mobile employees
Who are the ‘winners’?
UK outbounds in a potentially better position
■ Currently gains arising on share options after leaving the UK can be subject to income tax
unless treaty relief applies
■ However, HMRC have confirmed to us that changes to the CGT rules could affect the
available CGT base cost – only the portion of the exercise gain charged to income tax can
be added to the base cost)
Implications:
■ Should any individuals defer option exercise until after 6 April 2015 if moved to a non-treaty
country such as UAE during vesting period?
■ Consider communicating with affected employees
By the way...
With RSUs, an employer right to cash settle can still prevent the RSU falling into the definition
of ‘securities option’ so that the income tax charge is on general principles (i.e. treated like
cash) rather than under the specific rules for share incentives. This is an existing complexity
that will remain post April 2015, although in practice the quantum of the income tax charge
from 6 April 2015 is likely to be same whether the RSU is taxed as a securities option or as
general earnings
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Internationally mobile employees
...And who are the ‘losers’? Options
UK inbounds with options may be adversely affected:
n

No scope to take position that no income tax charge on exercise of ‘legal options’ granted
before coming to the UK and not in contemplation of UK duties

UK outbounds with options taxed under the ‘3C rules’ may be adversely affected:
n

The 3C rules affect options granted to resident but not ordinarily resident employees (RNORs)
prior to 6 April 2008 and/or options granted to a non-resident in respect of UK duties. There
was a previous fact pattern (known as the ‘3C let-out’) that enabled an outbound employee to
exercise in post-departure tax year without incurring a UK income tax charge

Implications:
■ If options are already exercisable, consider exercise before 6 April 2015?
■ Consider accelerating vesting of any options to before 6 April 2015 (although risk of upfront
tax under surrender and re-grant rules and other factors to consider such as commercial
impact of early vest, whether shareholder approval needed and risk of loss due to share
price movements)?
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Internationally mobile employees
...And who are the ‘losers’? Restricted stock
UK inbounds with restricted stock may be adversely affected:
n

Potential post-acquisition charges for restricted or convertible shares e.g. on restrictions
falling away and no scope to make restricted security elections choosing to be taxed on grant
if not UK resident and no UK duties at acquisition

n

Under a late stage amendment to legislation, when employee taxable overseas on full
unrestricted market value (UMV) of shares at acquisition, UK tax will not be charged when the
restrictions lift
Implications:
■ Consider whether the just and reasonable override can displace the presumption that the
gain arises evenly over period between acquisition and lifting of restrictions?
■ Consider lifting restrictions before 6 April 2015?
■ Potential scope to alter restrictions on arrival in the UK so as to trigger a right to make a
different form of restricted security election. Gives rise to immediate income tax on any
accrued gain but minimal UK tax if non-resident for most of relevant period (requires
careful timing to meet legislative tests, HMRC could challenge if amendment motivated by
tax avoidance, may be hard in practice to change restrictions e.g. get consent from
overseas parent/shareholders, economic risk of loss due to share price movements)?
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Internationally mobile employees
New National Insurance rules
■ Consultation document published 25 July 2014. Proposals may yet be modified (consultation
ends on 16 October)
■ Not now proposing to align NIC with the income tax treatment from 6 April 2015
■ Will instead apportion ERS gains evenly over the same ‘relevant period’ as for income tax and
then exclude from the UK NIC charge the portion of the gain which is attributable to days
when the individual was not in the UK social security system
■ Rationale: Due to international social security treaties and agreements, a full alignment of
income tax and NIC rules would create a risk of double charging for some IMEs. The
Government's aim is to produce a simpler, fairer NICs treatment of ERS, as far as possible
aligning with new tax rules, but with adaptations to take account of the effect of bilateral social
security agreements and European Union (EU) law
■ Whilst the rationale makes sense, the lack of alignment between income tax and NIC will
increase complexity and gives rise to new record keeping requirements
■ Affects existing awards in place before 6 April 2015 even though a company may not have
easily accessible data for social security coverage all affected IMEs
■ Could still be mismatches with other countries because they do not regard the ERS gain as
being earned over the ‘relevant period’
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Australia
China
France
India
Spain

Australia Update

Legislation Enacted with New Levy Impacting Tax Liabilities
Australia’s so-called “temporary budget repair levy” of 2 percent, raising the
tax burden for certain individuals, has been enacted. On 25 June 2014, the
package of 15 Temporary Budget Repair Levy bills received Royal Assent.
The additional income tax rate on annual taxable income exceeding A
$180,000, will apply from 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2017.
A provision introduces a three-year progressive budget repair levy in the
primary form of an additional 2-percent income tax on taxable income
exceeding A$180,000 commencing in the 2014-15 financial year (starting 1
July 2014). This will increase the top marginal tax rate for both Australian
resident and foreign resident individuals from 45 percent to 47 percent.
The temporary budget repair levy will also be reflected in a number of tax
rates that are currently based on the top personal marginal tax rate (45
percent), as well as those based on a calculation comprising the top personal
rate and the Medicare levy (currently 1.5 percent, but legislated to increase to
2 percent from 1 July 2014), to maintain the integrity and ensure the fairness
of the tax system, and minimize opportunities for avoiding the levy. In
particular, the Fringe Benefits Tax rate will increase from 47 percent to 49
percent for the period from 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2017.
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China Update

Tax registration – may need to register plans again
Tax authorities in big cities in China, including Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou, are increasing focus on regulating the tax registration
requirements.
In some instances, companies are being asked to re-register their plans, even
if this tax registration has already been completed.
Tax authorities are continuing to update their processes related to tax
registration of employee share plans; as an example in Guangzhou, the tax
authorities will issue a receipt to confirm the tax registration documents
received are complete and up to the requirements.
Additionally, we understand that there is increasing cooperation between the
local tax authorities and the authorities for SAFE registration to ensure that
companies complete all required local registrations in China.
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France Update

France –Tax Laws Enacted Raising Tax Burden for Many
Temporary Solidarity Contribution on Very High Remuneration
The Finance Act for 2014 introduced a temporary tax that will be due by
employers at a rate of 50 percent on the portion of remuneration that exceeds
EUR 1 million per year per individual in 2013 and 2014. The tax is capped at 5
percent of the company’s turnover in the relevant year. The types of
remuneration and benefits falling within the scope of the tax are broad and
include, for example, bonuses, directors’ fees, profit sharing, and equity
compensation.
The tax applies for the year in which remuneration is expensed in the
company’s accounts.
French qualified share awards are taken into account in the year of grant,
based on either the face value of the shares (for free share awards, this is 100
percent of the value of the shares; for stock options, it is 25 percent of the
value) or the value as stated for IFRS2 purposes.
The tax will be payable on or before 30 April 2015, for remuneration granted
for 2014.
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India Update

Change to Holding Period for Capital Gains Tax Treatment
Historically, any capital asset which was held for a period of up to 36 months
prior to sale was treated as a short term capital asset, and taxed at normal
progressive income tax rates. There was an exception which applied to
shares of foreign companies which allowed for sales of shares in foreign
companies to be taxed as a long term capital asset if held for a period of more
than 12 months.
Long term capital gains are taxed at a preferential tax rate of 20%.
The Finance Bill 2014 introduced a change in the definition of a short
term capital asset.
The exception for shares of companies (including shares of foreign
companies) has been eliminated. Under the Finance Bill 2014, income from
sale of unlisted shares (foreign companies), not held for more than 36 months
to be taxable as short term capital gains, and taxed at normal progressive
income tax rates.
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Spain Update

Significant Reforms Planned for Tax System
On June 23, 2014 the Spanish tax authorities released draft registration
which may have significant impact on taxation in Spain
Proposed Exit Tax
An exit tax will be due on gains in respect of shares or holdings where a
taxpayer ceases to be a tax resident of Spain, provided that the value of the
holding exceeds EUR 4,000,000 (or exceeds EUR 1,000,000, where the
holding in the entity represents more than 25 percent).
It is not expected that equity awards would fall under the exit tax regime.
The exemption for share awards for employees is to be eliminated.
Currently, legislation provides for an exemption of EUR 12,000 per year if
certain conditions are met.
Changes to the Impatriate Tax Regime
The impatriate regime may be applied to income exceeding EUR 600,000,
although such income will be taxed at 45 percent. (Currently, individuals with
income exceeding EUR 600,000 cannot apply this tax regime.) Income up to
EUR 600,000 will be taxed at 24% (current rate is 24.75%)
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